As per our team meeting in Tirana, we want to
regularly check subscribers for public lists
find out which lists are subscribed the most
to see how we can improve our communication channels

I'll post the full list on marketing-priv@ at the start of every month. Or shall we share this more openly, eg on the regular marketing list?
This month, I've posted on the public marketing list instead.

When Guilhem is back, can you check with him if he can run a weekly or monthly script that mails out to marketing@?
This way, we can automate the process

Yep, I've pointed him at this ticket and asked him to investigate...

#6 - 2019-08-01 16:32 - Mike Saunders
- Project changed from Marketing to Infrastructure
- Assignee changed from Mike Saunders to Guilhem Moulin

Reassigning to Guilhem (after talking to him) -- he says he can automate the process!

#7 - 2019-08-01 18:59 - Guilhem Moulin
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback

Sample automatic message posted to the private marketing list, with deltas from the metrics Mike sent on July 02.

#8 - 2019-08-01 22:00 - Guilhem Moulin

Also wouldn't it make sense to exclude the "nomail" category, ie people who can post but to whom mlmmj doesn't send messages?
users@global.libreoffice.org in particular has a significant fraction of these (741 subscribers, 79 digesters, 698 nomailers).

#9 - 2020-08-04 18:20 - Florian Effenberger
- Assignee changed from Guilhem Moulin to Mike Saunders

Mike, can you give feedback on this one?
IMHO we already send something out?

#10 - 2020-08-05 09:43 - Mike Saunders

Florian Effenberger wrote:

Mike, can you give feedback on this one?
IMHO we already send something out?

Yes, it's all working fine, and done every month. No particular feedback to give - the stats could be useful, of course, as we discuss alternative communication platforms.

#11 - 2020-08-05 09:47 - Florian Effenberger
- Status changed from Feedback to Closed